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ABSTRACT 

The MARK III detector at the SPEAR e+e- storage ring at SLAC accumulated 

a data sample of 5.8 x lo6 J/+ p ro d uced in 1982, ‘83 and ‘85. Recent results in 

radiative decays, including different decay modes of the qc and the search for 

scalars, are presented. The systematic study of the hadronic decays of the J/$ 

into a vector-tensor meson pair is discussed, and a detailed analysis of the decay 

mode J/lc, -+ wf2(1270) is described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A real test of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) continues to be the existance 

of glueballs, i.e., bound states of gluons. Lattice gauge theory predicts[l’ them 

to be in the mass region of l-2.5 GeV/ c2 and expects the lowest lying states to 

be Jpc = ()++ and 2++. It is also possible to have mixed states of quarks and 

gluons, called hybrid states. To identify these states, it is imperative to have 

a complete understanding of the ordinary meson spectroscopy; hence, the recent 

interest in glueballs, hybrids, exotics and meson spectroscopy. Radiative decays 

of the J/T), decay channels with double pomeron exchange mechanism and the 

Okubo-Zweig-Ikubo (OZI) supp ression mechanism, have been the glue hunting 

ground. The mass regions of the two popular glueball candidates[2’31 observed in 

the-J/+ decays, the 77(1440), and the fz(1720) h ave been extensively discussed at 

this conference. In presenting recent results from MARK III, I will concentrate on 

mass regions other than these. A complete status of the radiative vector vector 

decay modes is presented, with details of qc(2980) production. The search for 

a scalar state in the radiative decays is described. This was motivated by the 

predictions of lattice gauge theory of the existence of a scalar glueball in the mass 

range l-l.4 GeV/c 2’11 . Among the hadronic decays of the J/$, a systematic study 

of quark correlations and the amplitudes in the decay of the J/~+!I into a vector 

tensor meson pair is discussed. 

2. THE DECAY MODES J/+ + y+ VECTOR + VECTOR 

The decay channels presented here are J/1c, + y&b, yK*(892)OK*(892)‘, 

yT+7r-dw- , yw$, and yww. For each of these decay modes, the qc(2980) re- 

gion in the vector-vector mass spectrum is discussed. In addition, structures near 

threshold and the important features in the mass spectra were studied. For the 

rlc decays, these studies yield information regarding whether or not the decays are 

SU(3) symmetric. By comparing the relative rates it also sheds light on nature of 

the predominant decay mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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This reaction was observed in two decay modes: (a) where both 4’s decay 

into K+‘IC- and (b) h w ere one 4 decays into K+K- and the other qS decays into 

ICiKt. Figures 2(a) and (b) h s ow the efficiency corrected ~$4 reconstructed mass 

spectra (with the efficiecy plotted over) for decay modes (a) and (b), respectively. 

The two mass spectra are very similar. The qC(2980) peak is prominent and above 

threshold, a broad structure is observed in each case. The mass and the width of 

the structure at -2200 MeV/c2 were measured as M = 2224 f 16 f 4 MeV/c2, 

I’ = 136 f 55 f 20 MeV/ c2 and M = 2214 f 23 f 5 MeV/c2, r = 187 f 

74 f 35 MeV/c2, respectively, for decay modes (a) and (b). The corresponding 

branching ratios were B(J/$ + yX) . (X -+ ~$4) = (3.9 f 1.0 f 0.8) x 10m4, 

and (3.0 f 0.8 f 0.6) x 10v4. The decay branching ratio into qC(2980) for the two 

modes were measured as B[J/$ -+ yqC(2980)] . [vC(2980) + &$] = (0.96 f 0.2 f . 
0.14) x 10m4, and (0.6 f 0.2 f 0.2) x lo- 4. The inclusive branching ratio was 

B(J/$ + ~$4) = (7.6 f 0.7 f 0.5) x 10m4 from decay mode (a). 

The spins and parities of these structures were determined by observing the 

distribution of the angle between the decay planes of the two vector particles 

(x) and the decay angle of one of the decay products of the vector with respect 

to ‘the direction of flight of the vector in its rest frame (case), i.e., the helicity 

angle!’ Figure 3(a) shows the expected distributions of these angles for different 

spin parities and Fig. 3(b) h s ows these distributions for the 2200 MeV/c2 and 

the qC(2980) g re ion. Both regions exhibit clear behavior like that expected for a 

pseudoscalar. 

J/+ -+ yK* (892)OE(*( 892)” 

The K*(892)‘[K*(892)‘] d eta was observed in the IC+r- (IC-r+) final state. y 

The reconstructed spectrum shown in Fig. 4 exhibits interesting structures includ- 

ing the q,-(2980). A p re iminary 1 analysis shows all the regions to be pseudoscalar 

like from the X angle and the helicity angle distributions. Fitting the spectrum 

with three Breit-Wigner amplitudes and the qC(2980), one obtains the parameters 
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of the structures-as Ml = 1930 f 8 f 5 MeV/c2, I’1 = 75 f 19 f 10 MeV/c2, 

Ma = 2067 f 11 f 5 MeV/c2, ri = 113 f 28 f 10 MeV/c2, M3 = 2353 f 27 f 

15 MeV/c2, r3 = 180 f 50 f 40 MeV/c2 and M,, = 2986 f 4 f 4 MeV/c2, rsC = 

24 f 8 f 8 MeV/c2, respectively. The corresponding branching ratios measured 

are (5.3 f 1.0 f 0.8) x 10m4, (6.2 f 1.3 f 0.9) x 10m4, (3.3 f 0.9 f 0.5) x 10m4, 

and (1.0 f 0.3 f 0.25) x 10m4 for the three structures and the qC(2980), respectively. 

The effective mass spectrum of the four charged pions from a preliminary 

analysis are presented in Fig. 5(a). A small peak at N 1285 MeV/c2 corresponding 

to the fr (1285) production and a distinct peak at 2980 MeV/c2corresponding to the 

rlc(2980) P ro UC ion d t are observed. The x and the co& distribution of the events 

from the 1285 MeV/c2 region, shown in Fig. 6, follows the expected distribution of 

spin parity 1 +. The measured branching ratios for the fr(1285) and the qC(2980) 

production are B[J/$ + yfr(1285)]. [fr(1285) + n+TT-a+7r-] = (0.55 f 0.11 f 

0.10) x 10S4 and B[J/+ -+ y%(2980)] . [qC(2980) + ~+r-n+7r-] = (1.50 f 0.13 f 

0.30) x 10e4, respectively. 

The pp mass spectrum and the f2( 127O)f2(1270) mass spectrum are presented 

in -Figs. 5(b) and (c), respectively. Both figures show clear qC(2980) peaks. The 

x and the co& distribution of the events from the qC regions are pseudoscalar 

like and are not included here. The measured branching ratios for the qC(2980) 

production are B[J/+ + yqC(2980)] . [qC(2980) + pp] = (0.96 f 0.15 f 0.22) x 10m4 

- and B[J/$ + m(298O)l - [c&2980) ---f j~(1270)j,(1270)] = (1.2 f 0.3 f 0.4) x 

10m4. These two decay modes almost saturate the TC(2980) branching ratio into 

r+?r-T+T-. Th e 1 ower mass region of the pp spectrum has structures very similar 

to those observed by the DM2 collaborationf5’ and likewise exhibit pseudoscalar 

nature. These are presently under study. 



Details of the analysis of this doubly OZI violating decay have been presented 

before! No qc(2980) signal was observed. An upper limit of B[J/+ + yqc(2980)] - 
[q,(2980) + ~$1 < 1.3 x 10m5 was obtained at a 90% CL. The inclusive branching 

ratio of this decay mode was measured as B(J/$ + ywql) = (1.40 f 0.25 f 

0.28) x 10v4, corresponding to the few events observed. Six events were observed 

at the t(2230) and, conservatively, an upper limit was calculated as B[J/$ + 

r<(2230)1 - K(2230) -+ wcj] < 5.9 x 10B5, at 90% CL. 

This reaction was analysed and published with half the present data sample!] 

It is now being updated with the complete statistics. The noticeable feature in 

the-ww mass distribution was a prominent broad structure above the threshold, 

of’pseudoscalar nature. The inclusive branching ratio was measured as B(J/+ + 
yww) = (17.6 f 0.9 f 4.5) x 10s4, where the branching ratio for the broad structure, 

for mwo < 2 GeV/c2, was B(J/$ + yww) = (12.2 f 0.7 f 3.1) x 10e4. No signal 

was observed at the qc(2980); an upper limit of B[J/$ + yqc(2980)] - [qc(2980) + 
ww] < 3.1 x 10s5 was obtained at a 90% CL. 

Figure 7 shows the vector vector channels for comparison (except w$, where 

statistics are low). All the channels exhibit broad pseudoscalar structures above 

the threshold. A coupled channel study to further investigate these structures are 

underway. The qc(2980) is clearly visible in 44, K*(892)‘K*(892)’ and pp. Table 1 

compares the decay branching ratios of the q,.(2980) from MARK III, DM2,[8] and 

the expectations from SU(3) y s mmetry. The ww mode seems to strongly violate 

SU(3). It is important to measure the ww mode with full statistics. 

3. SEARCH FOR SCALARS IN J/$ + yK+K- AND yr+r- 

The fz(1720) region in the decay modes J/+ + y7r+7rd and yl<+l(- have been 

discussed extensively at this conference.[3’ Only the search for scalars in the lower 

mass region will be discussed here. 
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The hadronic decay mode J/$ + pn, which has a large branching ratio:’ 

presents the largest source of background in the ya+r- mode, where one of the 

photons from the 7r” decay is not detected. Figure 8 shows the n+7rr- mass spectrum 

where the dotted line represents the p7r background estimated from the J/$ + pr 

data!“’ The residual spectrum has a clear f2(1270) signal. A moment analysis 

was performedno to the complete 7r+7r- mass range. After subtracting the pr 

background, in the mass region of 500 to 900 MeV/c2 no signal is observed, an 

upper limit of B(J/+ + yX) . (X + n+a-) < 3 x 10m5 was obtained. Fig- 

ure 9 displays the cos 19h, cos 19~ and I& - R] distribution of the events from the 

mass region between 300 and 500 MeV/c2, where oh, 6, and 4h are the polar an- 

gle of the pion in the helicity frame, polar angle of the radiative photon and the 

azimuthal angle of the pion in the helicity frame, respectively. The dotted curves 

are fit to the data for a Jpc = O++, i .e., an s-wave, and an incoherent background 

from the decay p ’ ’ This is a good fit and we measure the following branching 7r . 

ratio: B[J/+ + $7rr)s-zvave] = (4.7 f 0.5 f 0.6) x 10m5. We also obtain the 

following upper limit from a search for narrow peaks from 300 to 900 MeV/c2, as 

WJM + 7x1 - (X + r+x-) < 2.1 x 10d5 at a 90% CL, and for the fo(975) 

production as B[J/G --f yfo(975)] . [fo(975) + 7r+7r-] < 1.4 x 10B5 at a 90% CL. 

Figure 10 presents the li;+K- and the I~‘$~ final mass spectra. The charged 

- mode, K+I(- suffers from background similar to the 7r+7r- mode. The I@$ 

mode is clean because the decay J/$ + I<~@n” is forbidden by C-parity viola- 

tion, unlike the decay J/G ---f K+K-a”. The I<+K- and the JcgI<g spectra are 

very similar, which implies that the backgrounds are well understood. The f2( 1525) 

and the fz(1720) are clearly visible in both spectra. The moment analyses were per- 

formed to both decay modes. The presence of an s-wave like behavior was observed 

for events in the mass region between 1100 and 1400 MeV/c2, in each mode. The 

branching ratios for the s-waves were measured as B[J/+ + r(I<+h’-),-,,,,I = 
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(1.7 f 0.1) x10-4 andB[J/+ + y(l~‘$~)s-(uov,] = (1.7 f 0.3) ~10~~. A search for 

ao(980) yielded an upper limit B[J/+ + yao(980)]x[ao(980) + KK] < 2.9 x 10m5 

at a 90% CL. 

4. HADRONIC DECAYS OF THE J/t,b + VECTOR TENSOR PAIR 

The quark correlations and the various amplitudes, e.g., the strong, electro- 

magnetic, SU(3) violating, and the DOZI suppressing, have been determined for 

the hadronic decays of the J/+ * t in o a vector and a pseudoscalar pair “I by extensive 

measurements of the various decay modes. A similar study has been undertaken 

for the J/lc, h a d ronic decays into a vector tensor pair. 

J/ll, + wjz(1270) 

-The w was observed in three pion decay and the f2(1270) in 7r+7rT- decay. 

Figure 11 displays the Dalitz plot for the wr+n- events, where mz,- vs. m&+ are 

plotted. Two bands are observed in the 7r+7r- mass distribution. A broad band 

near the low ?r+w- mass boundary and a second band, the f2(1270), at a higher 

~+7r- mass, are observed. Two other bands, parallel to the axes are also observed, 

corresponding to the br (1235) production (the isovector member of the Jpc = l+- 

nonet). Because br(1235)r and wfz(I270) h s are the same final state, events in the 

overlapping region, i.e., containing a br (1235) were removed. Figure 12 displays 

the projection of the 7r+7r- mass distribution (recoiling against an w), with the 

br(1235) removed. The low mass enhancement has previously been observed but 

has not been identified. The solid curve is the result of a fit to the data with a 

relativistic d-wave Breit-Wigner amplitude for the f2(1270), a three body phase 

space term to describe the nonresonant events and a combination of an exponential 

and a power term to describe the low mass enhancement. The mass and the width 

of the fi(l270) were M = 1275 f 3 MeV/ c2 and I = 174.1 f 11.7 MeV/c2, and 

the branching ratio B[J/+ + wf2(1270)] = (39 f 2 f 5) x 10m4.* This should 

* An amplitude analysis of the events from the wf2(1270) re g ion were performed to calculate 
the efficiency with the involved angular distribution and to test the amount of resonant 
wfi(1270) contribution. The results were in agreement with the above measurements. 
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be compared with the results of the DM2 collaboration, B[J/+ + wf2(1270)] = 

(40 f 6) x 10-4. 

J/1c, --+ ,w (1320) 

This reaction was measured[“] in all three charged modes; the final states in 

each case were q7r+7r-r”. The branching ratio was measured to be B[J/$ + 

pa2(1320)] = (112 f 9 f 19) x 10m4. 

A search for the isospin violating decay J/+ + waz(1320) was made, and an 

upper limit B[J/+ + wa2(1320)] < 2.3 x 10e4 was obtained. Another isospin 

violating reaction, J/+ + pf2(1270), is being analyzed. Preliminary results of 

the decay modes J/ll, + $ji(1525), J/+ + K*(892)OK*(1430)’ + cc have been 

presented”” at various conferences. A complete amplitude analysis of the decay 

mode J/$ + 4 ji(1525), which takes into account the possible interference with the 

f2(1720), is almost completed. A similar detailed analysis of the reaction J/lc, + 

K*(892)OK*( 1430) O + cc is underway. 

In the scalar sector, a coupled channel analysis of fo(975) from the decay modes 

J/t+b * @r+rr- and J/+ + $IC+K- is also close to completion. Preliminary results 

of the analysis have previously been presented. An attempt to study the reaction 

Jlic, --+ m(gSO) was made in the q7r+?r-n0 final states; the same final states in 

which the decay mode paa(1320) was observed. Since no signal of this reaction 

was observed, an upper limit B[J/$ + pao(980)] < 4.4 x 10m4 was obtained at a 

90% CL. [121 

In summary, the MARK III continues to be a rich ongoing program, with 

many new and interesting results, and many more yet to come. The J/lc, provides 

a clean and important laboratory to search and study glueballs, hybrids and meson 

spectroscopy, as seen from the results of the MARK III and DM2 experiments. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. The decay mechanisms of the qC(2980) into vector vector. 

2. Reconstructed ~$4 mass spectrum from the decay mode, where: (a) both 4’s 

decay into K+IC-; and (b) one 4 decays into IC+Ii’- and the other # decays 

into ICgK’& after correcting for the efficiency. The dotted line depicts the 

efficiency. 

3. (a) The expected distributions of the x angle and the helicity angles for 

different spin parities; and (b) the x angle and cos(8) distributions from the 

2200 MeV/c2 and the qC(2980) re g ions, not corrected for efficiencies. 

4. The reconstructed K*(892)OE<*(892)’ mass spectrum, corrected for efficiency. 

- The dotted line shows the efficiency. 

5. (a) The effective r+r-7r+7rS mass distribution; (b) the reconstructed pp mass 

distribution, a subset of (a); and (c) the reconstructed fz( 127O)f2( 1270) mass 

distribution, a subset of (a). 

6. The x and the cos(0) distribution of the events from the region 1250 to 

1300 MeV/c2. The dashed lines show the expected distributions for spin 

parity l+. The dotteed lines show the expected distributions for spin parity 

0-. 

7. The radiative vector vector decay modes of the J/+ for comparison. The 

reconstructed mass distribution of (a) qL$ ( e ffi ciency corrected); (b) K”(892)’ 

E(*(892)‘; (c) ww (half the statistics); and (d) pp. 

8. Final r+r- mass spectrum with pn background estimate (dots). 

9. The cos(&) (fl,, the helicity angle of one of the pions), cos(oy) (fl,, the polar 

angle of the radiative photon), and I& - ~1 ($h, the azimuthal angle of the 

pion in the helicity frame) distributions of events in the mass region between 

300 and 500 MeV/c 2. The dotted lines are the fit to the data, assuming the 

Jpc of the events to be O++. 
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10. The h’+lC- and IC~rC~ mass spectra. 

11. The Dalitz plot distibution of the wr+w- events, rn&- vs. mi,+. The 

diagonal bands represent structures in r+r- mass distribution. 

12. The r+r- mass distribution of the events recoiling against an w, with bl(l235) 

removed. The resultant dark solid line represents a fit with a d-wave rela- 

tivistic Breit-Wigner parametrization of the fz(1270) signal with the combi- 

nation of an exponential and a power term, and a three-body phase space to 

describe the low mass enhancement and the background. 
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Table 1: qC(2980) Branching Ratios 

Decay Mode Branching Ratio x lOa SU(3) Prediction 

(W - rlc)x MARK III DM2 with phase space corr. 

77c - dd 0.96 f 0.2 f 0.14 0.39 f 0.09 zlz 0.09 1 

0.6 f 0.2 f 0.2 

% - 1.0 f 0.3 f 0.25 0.55 f 0.18 1.3 x 2 

K*(892)‘K*(892)’ + cc 

77, - POP0 0.96 f 0.15 f 0.22 0.87 f 0.26 f 0.13 1.6 

~ Q--,4 I < 0.13 I I 0 

rlc-ww < 0.31 < 0.8 1.6 
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